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Technology Transfer & Startups
(Our role as a Facilitator)

Technology transfer is the process by which new 
inventions and other innovations created in 
those institutions’ labs are turned into products 
and commercialized through:

1. Licensing patented IP to corporations, and 
2. Creation of start-up companies, often license 

the IP created by faculty.



Support that TTO’s Can Provide To Faculty Driven Startups

Contents:

1. The License Deal: Understanding wants, needs and goal for the business
2. Conflict of Interest Management
3. Support in the recruitment of CEO candidates 
4. Helping startups to build a rapport (Exposure) - Coaching roles of TTOs 
5. Support on SBIR/STTR Grants
6. Support through Innovation Programs 
7. Networking and finding finance to build the company
8. In the event of a “collapse”





Presenter
Presentation Notes
STF: Our mission is to provide advanced personal protective equipment for the most demanding applications. Our materials are designed to offer superior protection combined with the highest level of flexibility and comfort.A sports bra enabled by UD technology, the Reebok PureMove Bra, Finger works: John Elias and Wayne Westerman



The License Deal: Understanding wants, needs and goal 
for the business

• License structure: equity/royalty balance (back loaded)
• Striking the right balance (% of equity), to satisfy founders, investors, 

and the university. 
• Other aspects to consider: Negotiating University’s participation in:

Funding rounds, Board participation
Upfront, Milestone, Phantom costs (patent prosecution, litigation…)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin from the end of the Tech-transfer process pipeline: Disclosure – file IP – Market – license to startup. Let’s begin from the end, bearing in mind that:1/3 of all faculty driven startup businesses fail1/3 of all licenses are re-negotiatedUnderstand the startup so they do not get into a default and re-negotiate licenseOur practice: interaction, business model, questionnaire (learn about wants needs and goal for their business)License is an exchange or rights in lieu of receiving royalties (cash, services or improvements)QUESTIONNAIREBefore you Negotiate the License: Six Steps to Understand the Licensee’s Business Model• Understand the product in the way the licensee’s customer does• Understand the market and competition• How is the licensee going to finance the business? Angel, Venture-funded, Strategic partner funded, Bootstrapped start-ups, Bank Loans, Vanity start-ups• What is the product value and how will the licensee capture it?• How important is your IP to the business? • What are the planned success milestones?6. Startups usually have very little idea…. How do TTO’s structure the license? Back-end (your success is TTO’s success; late payments, equity centric).7. When your TTO takes equity in consideration of a license granted to a university start-up, how you structure the deal can have a profound impact on your payoff if and when the start-up is ultimately acquired or otherwise successfully reaches a liquidity event. 8. It’s critical for TTO negotiators to understand the implications of that structure, and to ensure the terms of your equity agreements preserve the university’s stake throughout the commercialization process. 9. A poorly drafted agreement can cost your school dearly in a severe dilution as more investors are brought on board, yet if terms are too favorable for the university future investment could also be imperiled.10. Striking the right balance (appropriate % of equity), to satisfy founders, investors, and the university is critical and can be accomplished by active interaction. Other aspects to consider in the term sheet, include: Negotiating University’s participation in: Funding rounds, Board participation,	Upfront, Milestone, Phantom (patent prosecution costs, minimum annual royalties etc.).Litigation Prohibition on challenges to patent validityProceeds from infringement litigationRestriction on bringing the institution into infringement litigation / legal “standing”11. Use Term Sheet to begin license discussions. Do it in person….Field limitations and commercialization diligence requirements in the start-up versus established company contextMilestones and milestone paymentsBoard observer rights Registration rights – what are they and how should the license define them?Restrictions on assignmentFlexibility on terms and conditionsValuation strategy and methodology – so you can properly balance the need for cash, the desire for equity, and the imperative for long-term business growth and performance. Here’s a sneak peek at what Mr. Zwilling will cover:How to value your start-up according to investor needs: Angel investorsVenture capitalistsBank loansExitHow valuation affects equity, and how to avoid over-dilutionHow valuation factors into later investment roundsWhat investors want to see in your valuation packageWhen to wait: Why and when “kicking valuation down the road” can be a sound decisionFactors to consider when assigning fair market value for your start-up, including: Physical assetsIPKnow-howSweat equityCustomer contracts and relationshipsResources that Faculty can leverage for startups, and TTOs could direct:Available resources and how to utilize them IncubatorsUniversity and regional coaching and mentoring programs (SBDC, Score, Consultants)Local, regional and state investor groupsUniversity-related investment firmsSBIRState small business development centersTech transfer officeLLC, LP, C-Corp, S-Corp, Oh My! How to Best Structure University Start-Ups for Long Term SuccessWhen transitioning IP from the lab into a start-up business, the decision regarding how to structure that business is an important one – in fact, it can have a profound impact on the long-term success of the company. Why? Because the structure you ultimately choose will define the complexity of your business, and it will either help or limit your ability to raise capital. It may also subject you to, or shield you from, federal duties and taxes. And lastly, it will either protect personal assets from creditors or allow them the right to pierce the corporate veil.For university-based start-ups, it’s even more vital to properly define the business structure so the university and other major stakeholders understand the risks and benefits of moving IP from lab to start-up and beyond.Join Tech Transfer Central’s Distance Learning Division and our ace team of presenters, who will conduct a deep-dive webinar workshop into the various business types, their pros and cons, and their impact on key business issues. Here’s a brief look at the agenda:LLC, LP, C-Corp, S-Corp, Not for profit: Understand the differences and purposes of each structureReview pros and cons of each structureHow each structure is set up to handle debt and financing optionsAddressing IP ownership issuesReview real-life case studies: What went wrong and the outcomesHow to Ensure Founders Get their Fair Share of Equity – universities should not get involved in this decision: This program will teach you how to start the conversation among founders and divide equity in the company based on proven calculations. Topics covered will include:When and how the calculator should be usedWhat 5 questions founders should ask themselves when considering equity divisionsHow to accurately calculate 5 essential variables using absolute and weighted scoresFrameworks for dividing equity sharesKey considerations: Founders vs. non-foundersStock options vs. restricted stockPre-financing vs. post financing



Conflict of Interest Management

Faculty often sits on both sides of the table
Management is the only strategy

BEST PRACTICES:

Crafting start-up licenses with COI concerns in mind
Establishing regular communication with faculty to address COI issues

• Financial relationships should be outlined
• Protection against improper use of grant funds
• Use of university resources: equipment, space, personnel, databases etc.
• Faculty’s University and start-up roles should be defined – time commitment issues
• Consulting arrangements and agreements should be in place
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Faculty often sits on both sides of the tableManagement is the only strategyBEST PRACTICES:A. Crafting start-up licenses with COI concerns in mindB. Establishing regular communication with faculty to address COI issuesConsider just a few scenarios : -    A faculty inventor is “double dipping,” seeking equity as a founder and also sharing in the university’s equity stake. University policy on double-dipping    Won a grant but appears to be using it to fund his university-based research, not the company’s. What should TTOs do? (Fraud – not allowed)    No office space outside the lab, is using lab space and personnel for company work. (Univ. policy on use of office space) & Faculty Manufacturing and selling prototypes to companies using University resources    Spending much more time on her start-up than appropriate, and is also being funded largely by federal grants. (Research Office – grants manager; time-sheet)     Faculty members engaged in consulting arrangements (University Policy – 1 day a week)Comes up from time to time as faculty finds it hard to wear ‘both hats’ at one time…



Support in the recruitment of CEO candidates

• Filling the CEO Gap: Proven Strategies for Attracting Seasoned 
Leadership for University Start-Ups

• Assist the startup in identifying a competent CEO
• Assist the startup in clarifying expectations of CEOs and CTOs

• Governance
• Setting equity sharing and commercialization expectations
• Guide CEOs and CTOs in the event of a “breakup”?
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Generally advice faculty to not become the CEO’s due to several issues (explained in next slide)  Assist the startup in identifying a competent CEO - Proven strategies used to find leadership talent through: Students and recent graduatesCEO-in-residence programsAlumni networksother feeder-type programs in your ‘neighborhood’ Clarifying Expectations of CEO (may facilitate cursory discussions … if requested by faculty)Milestone expectations and incentivesCorporate governance and level of authorityInvestment termsSalary (or no salary)Perks, bonuses, and exit terms



Attributes & functions of CEO: Different from a CTO

• The mindset of a CEO is customer driven & NOT technology driven. 
Amenable to pivot

• All start-up CEOs believe that they have 3 roles:

1. Strategize (drive the mission and vision of the company)
2. Bring together human capital (team) - selection & motivation
3. Ensure Secure finances for its operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally advice faculty to not become the CEO’s because (read slide)



• No. 1 Reason for failure: Building 
something that no-one wanted

• Success of start-up based on 
customer need to solve a problem 
and NOT the faculty’s invented 
technology. 

Why Most Startups Fail?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1/3 of all companies failA startup is an organization designed to search for a repeatable and scalable business model – Steve BlankThe common thread between all successful startups is extremely varied and very difficult to understand and explain:It has been observed that if CEO’s follows the footsteps and copy some of the successful startups, they've found themselves to fail!The common thread between successful startups is more in lies with what NOT to doCBInsights report has mapped 16 top reasons of why most startups fails (chart shows study results)These include: customer interaction, leadership team development and finance & money matters. TTOs roles have expanded to assist the startup to succeed. What is a value of the technology that does not commercialize??



Helping startups to build a rapport
Coaching roles of TTOs

• Involving in iCORPs programs
• Business / Pitch Competitions – coaching to pitch
• Networking with investors
• Applying for Federal Funds SBIR/STTR
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Researchers can be their own worst enemy when it comes to bringing their innovations to the marketplace – and how your TTO can help them: Mindset should be customer driven NOT technology driven1. The National Science Foundation’s Innovation Corps (I-Corps™) program uses experiential education to help researchers gain valuable insight into entrepreneurship, starting a business or industry requirements and challenges. I-Corps enables the transformation of invention to impact. 2. Coaching to Pitch: - Hen hatch, POC Gap Funding, TTO funds, QED funding (Univ. Science Center), Tips for getting your IP to stand out from the crowd – competitive advantage and coaching to “de-risk” the technology for investors (TTOs provide support letters)   How VCs and Angels determine valueVC/angel turn-ons and turn-offsEffective preparation guidelinesBest practices in making a realistic, well-researched business case  - to drive your message home in 3 minutes (on an elevator), 15 minutes on a call or 60 minutes in a meeting3. Networking with investors in the community. Sometimes difficult for the faculty startup to find… TTOs themselves should participate in social events within and outside their community. 4. App;ly for Federal Funds SBIR/STTR (Next Slide)



SBIR / STTR

• Coaching in the application process

• Pre-Proposal Work 
• The confusion about the differences between STTR and SBIR funding
• Requirements for Phase I, II and III funding for each program 
• Clarifying eligibility requirements including: 
• Topic/Solicitation identification

• Proposal Preparation
• Mistakes to avoid
• What to expect and when to expect it
• Best practices for crafting the technical narrative and research strategy 

sections
• Budget reviews and concerns
• Obtaining letters of support and what information they should include

• Avoid fraud and abuse
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They don’t call it America’s Seed Fund for nothing. The Small Business Innovation Research and Small Business Technology Transfer programs dole out $2 billion to university-based ventures every year, a significant sources of non-dilutive fundingNeed to know how to craft a proposal that will win over the reviewers. Start-up founders and TTO staff must ensure their proposal has what it takes to earn the funding their projects need.Starts with knowing what agencies such as the NSF, NIH, DoD, USDA, NASA (11 federal agencies in total) and how to prepare your proposal for review. TTOs can provide coaching assistance and we’ve gone a step beyond:Pre-Proposal Work The confusion about the differences between STTR and SBIR fundingRequirements for Phase I, II and III funding for each program Clarifying eligibility requirements including: Topic/Solicitation identificationProposal PreparationMistakes to avoidWhat to expect and when to expect itBest practices for crafting the technical narrative and research strategy sectionsWhat to include in biosketchesUnderstanding how subawards, consultants, contractors and fee-for-service fit in to your proposalBudget reviews and concernsObtaining letters of support and what information they should includeClarifying eligibility requirements including: Company sizeResearch institution involvementOur Office:Fund faculty interested in getting drafting help (through SBA)2 coaching sessions from consultants (BBC Entrepreneurial Training Consultants)Reviewers 



Support through Innovation Programs

• Accelerator: Accelerators work closely with corporates who 
partner with the concept. Startups are selected on the basis that 
they match the partner and investor requirements.

• Incubator: Assist the startups with much longer term business 
development by providing startups with the time and resources 
to design and build an efficient and sustainable business model.

• Student innovation centers: Creating space, expert support, 
and financing for students who are building ventures that may 
originate outside the university’s laboratories.  

Presenter
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Accelerator programs – Accelerators "accelerate" growth of an existing company, while incubators "incubate" disruptive ideas with the hope of building out a business model and company. So, accelerators focus on scaling a business while incubators are often more focused on innovation.Accelerators aim to help startups achieve a level of business growth in just a few months, that would normally take anywhere between 12 to 18 months if they decided to do so on their own. They aim to facilitate the development of projects, and provide startups with the tools to establish strong value propositions, in order for them to have the best chance of achieving external funding. Startups must be product/prototype ready with clear concepts that can be exploited through partnership agreement. The best accelerators also provide startups with valuable resources to help them design sustainable businesses. Accelerators are very timely. They usually are time boxed within a short three to four month period and invest capital in return for a small equity stake in each startup taken into the program.Examples:Techstars is the #1 start-up accelerator in the world. With selection rates lower than Ivy League admissions, Techstars start-ups have to be the cream of the crop to earn a seat at the table — and that draws the top mentors, investors, and other key support network members. Techstars is backed by over 75 different venture capital firms and angel investors, who are vested in the success of participating start-ups. Companies average over $1.6M in outside venture capital raised after leaving Techstars.AZ Furnace has quickly become a key factor in getting more new ventures launched and more University of Arizona State IP formed into well-shaped technologies and start-ups with commercial potential . AZ Furnace goes far beyond the incubator concept, and is being recognized as a best practice for university-based accelerator programs.Incubators, on the other hand, assist the startups with much longer term business development by providing startups with the time and resources to design and build an efficient and sustainable business model. They seek to mould startups at the idea stage into successful self-sustaining businesses. Startups entering incubators may be supported for a long time period, months often, and the equity taken in each startup tends to be much higher than the accelerators. Still, while resources are provided, incubators don’t invest as much time in establishing pilot projects or shaping the startups to receive external investment. The investment is provided by the incubator.Examples: Univ. Science Center, Philly, UD’s STAR Campus, Delaware Technology Park…Student innovation centers: Creating space, expert support, and financing for students who are building ventures that may originate outside the university’s laboratories.  Examples: Johns Hopkins University’s FastForward U: (or Horn Entrepreneurial Center) TTO can go further by creating an ecosystem with a strong talent pool to not only build valuable start-ups, but keep these young entrepreneurs and their companies in the region, contributing to the local economy and creating an environment that’s attractive to outside investors and industry partners. A perfect example of executing on this strategy can be found at Johns Hopkins University, where the FastForward U program is creating space, expert support, and financing for students who are building ventures that may originate outside the university’s labs. The comprehensive support provided helps student innovators realize their start-up visions, while also expanding the university’s economic footprint and innovation ecosystem.



Networking and finding finance to build the company

• Proof-of-Concept Centers 
• Angel and VC - University Partnerships
• University VC Funds
• Crowd sourcing boot camps
• Tax Credit

Presenter
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Proof-of-Concept Centers are a different breed than incubators, accelerators, and prototype centers. A genuine POC center combines a number of commercialization activities — not just lab space, funding, or mentoring — that provide researchers with the support needed to continue IP development and bring more of their technologies to the marketplace.  For universities that have adopted this more comprehensive approach to supporting research with commercial  potential, the rewards have been substantial in the form of more start-ups, more licenses, and more inventions that cross the commercial divide and ultimately achieve public benefit.Eg. Spin_In Program; TT- Gap Funding grants, Horn POC Program, Angel and VC: Strengthening your university’s role in business creation and economic development requires a more direct line to funding. While that goal is easily stated, it is extremely difficult to achieve But there is a proven way to create a reliable pathway to much-needed early-stage funding — by building formal partnerships with local or regional organizations representing angel and VC investors. It’s a challenging task requiring intricate relationship-building, but it can and has been successfully done Attract VCs to partnerships by connecting startup companies to networking events where they pitch with:Thinking like an investorKnowing and articulating the essential elements investors requireCreating VC-friendly innovation packagesUniversity VC Funds: Provide the Fuel for Your Commercialization Engine. Not all universities are amenable to creating this fund (by policy), but those that are, may consider creating these funds under the following critea:Goals to consider when creating a fund:Identifying the primary and secondary purposes of the FundWhat is the definition of success for the fund?Determining structure and choosing an Investment Decision Process:What methods are used to identify potential investmentsCriteria used in evaluating potential investmentsPros and cons of investing in non-university companiesHow should the investment decision be madeDealing with co-investors and planning for future funding roundsPros and cons of outside boards and advisorsOperational issuesAddressing potential conflicts of interestBoard membership, votingStart-up ownership structureUniversity equity and dilution issuesExit planningBuilding and tapping an expert networkFund interaction with the Tech Transfer OfficeCrowdfunding for Universities: With removal of the ban on general solicitation and the advent of equity crowdfunding for accredited investors, there appears to be great potential for TTOs to tap into this growing funding option. And for universities, the existing resources of a development office and a huge existing “crowd” in the form of alumni makes crowdfunding a natural.  Registered portals like Kickstarter, Indiegogo, RocketHub or dozens of others, but have restrictions such as: product categories, pre-campaign funding requirements, time limits, achievement goals and hefty administrative fees and commissions.Do-it-Yourself Crowdfunding for Universities has been most preferred, and some TTOs can facilitate the process by getting startups to match with experts in this source of funding. Regulatory Considerations are vital: Latest update on SEC regulations as they pertain to: Donation-based fundsEquity-based fundsFunding portal regulationTitle 3 – why its current iteration is flawed and what to expect in Title 3 “version 2.0”Leveraging the Federal and State R&D Tax Credit: What University Start-Ups Need To KnowDid you know many start-ups can offset their research and development expenses each year by leveraging federal and state R&D Tax Credits. The R&D Tax Credit is available for companies engaged the development of new or improved products and processes. A recent program expansion includes new benefits for eligible start-ups to receive up to $250,000 per year for five years towards payroll taxes. This provision is particularly helpful for tech and life science start-ups with engineers, scientists, and developers on staff.First enacted in 1981, the R&D Tax Credit is now permanent and expanded with new provisions that enable more companies to monetize the credit. In addition to the federal program, many states, like New York, have their own R&D Tax Credit programs. 



In the event of a “collapse”

• Good Start Ups Go Bad:
• Trust issues
• Leadership setbacks
• Managing negative media and publicity
• Technology failures
• When IP valuation lower than expected/ patent infringement challenges
• Capital factors 

• License Renegotiation / Termination clauses: 
• Non-performance
• IP challenges
• Bankruptcy
• Breach of contract
• Royalty payment issues

• Handling post- termination issues: 
• Sublicenses
• Return of IP, research materials, data, inventory
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Good Start Ups Go Bad: Worst-Case Scenario Management Strategies.Trust issuesLeadership setbacksManaging negative media and publicityLegal matters (infringement or other legal issues)Clinical trial and technology validation failures: How they can cripple the company or present an opportunityWhen IP valuation comes back lower than expectedExamples of how to overcome patent ownership and infringement challengesCapital efficiency and other economic factors that can prove disastrousEstablishing key milestones and criteria for continuing supportNo one wants to terminate a license. Sometimes, however, in the face of a licensee’s failure to move a technology forward, it’s the best option available to give your IP a fighting chance to make it to the marketplace. Other precipitating factors may include bankruptcy, breach of contract, or royalty payment disputes.It’s not a decision you can take lightly — there are many factors at stake, including the risk of souring your relationship with the licensee, who may be a faculty member, student or local corporation in good standing. It’s critical to communicate effectively, while making sure all the proper steps have been taken in accordance with the terms outlined in the agreement.  It’s a sticky situation, but one that your TTO can emerge from with relationships and IP intact if handled correctly.Great termination clauses in the license is crucial: Non-performanceIP challengesBankruptcyBreach of contractRoyalty payment issuesHow to handle post- termination issues: SublicensesReturn of IP, research materials, data, inventory, etc.The spectrum of resolution options if the litigation happens (God Forbid!)Informal settlement discussionsMediationArbitrationTrial



Thank You!
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